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Our Readings today seem to be linked. We would say today 
that they are countercultural because what we ask for and 
hope for are so o>en the opposite path to the ones in which 
we live and work, the opposite way in which our society 
thinks or works. With wisdom comes humility. But does it? 

The recent brutal reshuffle of government ministers operates 
a different code. If you are deemed to have ‘failed’ you are 
either demoted or out altogether. But if you are successful 
and get things done, ministers are given a green light, unIl 
they too fail a>er a couple of years. In that fast moving 
landscape which is the Westminster ‘bubble’ we could be 
forgiven for someImes thinking that we are watching 
another one of those so-called ‘reality shows’ – they are the 
ones which are actually unreal and fabricated and so deeply 
flawed. But it is easy to make fun of such personaliIes, a gi> 
for cartoonists, a gi> for saIrists like ‘Private Eye’ and a gi> 
for comedies like ‘Yes, Minister’ from some years ago.  

Closer to home, haven’t we seen similar games which people 
play? Who is the best, who is the cleverest, who is the one 
who wants to be heard most and get their own way? Who 
can we trust? Amongst siblings in every family these rivalries 
are deeply felt, and most recently I witnessed in quite 
different meeIngs of school governors, jostling and 
compeIIve behaviour for posiIons of aUenIon or authority: 
‘I know more than you’… ‘My experience is greater than 



yours in this or that area’. ‘The reason you appointed me to 
this or that posiIon is because…’ 

Jesus knows the games we play. Even when we pray publicly 
or privately as we ‘draw near to God’ to quote our Epistle 
reading, in order that ‘he will draw near to you’, there are 
some bargaining issues even here! When we treat God as the 
Head teacher we have to impress, or as the Archangel we 
have to flirt with, someImes our prayers reflect that deep 
desire to convert God to our ways of thinking. SomeImes we 
even presume and think upon God as telling Him news in the 
world - which he hasn’t yet heard of! Why are we so arrogant 
or, so lacking in self-awareness? 

With wisdom comes humility. That is at the heart of today’s 
readings. And in the case of the Gospel, Jesus shares some 
very hard news with his closest followers. They find it difficult 
as we do to hear of any impending suffering or death – 
parIcularly of someone we admire or love. Those first 
disciples are just like us. We would want to quesIon the 
message as well as the messenger; we would want to argue 
about the right ‘pecking order’ concerning who was the best 
or who was the greatest. And we should not be surprised to 
hear and know that Jesus would challenge this and lay bare 
the heart of our unknowing: 

“Whoever wants to be first must be last of all and servant of 
all.” 

You can almost hear the silence of his close audience; so he 
does what lots of poliIcians used do in an elecIon campaign 



– and picks up an innocent child to make his point and 
correct all our unthinking and selfish ambiIon, manoeuvring, 
call it what you will. The directness of Jesus’ acIons as well as 
his words, reach out to us as much today, as yesterday, and 
we are found wanIng. 

As I think you appreciate, I feel the same kind of emoIon and 
directness when we think upon this a>ernoon’s gathered 
ChrisIan and ecumenical focus on climate change – how will 
we respond in THIS generaIon and NOW - to bring our 
collecIve wisdom and humility to the table? How will we 
change our adtudes of blame or sibling or naIonal rivalries 
before we make the necessary changes to let our planet 
breathe again and flourish again? The responsibility is ours, 
as the ‘green’ vocaIon is ours also. God wants us to engage 
with the hard quesIons. Perhaps we are just beginning to 
respond and renew the face of the earth, I pray, before it is 
too late - and our God is so very paIent in the waiIng and 
the longing for us to do so. 

James was surely right to proclaim: ‘Show by your good life 
that your works are done with gentleness born of wisdom.’ 

AMEN 


